Group Care

Sylvia joined to a new dental health plan. She described
it to Frankie, so he is interested to know more about it.
It is a peer to peer program, and people can register to it
through their neighborhood communities.
Therefore, they go to the nearest church on the next
Saturday to learn more and register for this affordable
and awesome plan.
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He with other people in his community create a
group. The buy insurance with each other. They
motivate and support each other.
DentaQuest gives them a credit card for their health
bills and also assigns them to the closest clinic. This
clinic is responsible for the health of this group and if
it can keep them healthy, at the end of the year the
receive reimbursement.

This is his credit card online profile. Every
transaction is transparent. Part of their
premium is going to their group balance.
Their small claims are settled within this
balance. The remaining of this balance will
return to them as cash back to buy/receive
health services or products.

Total Group Balance:
My Monthly Share:

Cash back:

Emergency Micro Loan:

Discounts

Apply

Appointment

CLINIC

*Terms and conditions apply

If he is eligible ( like be a low-income family ),
he can apply for a micro loan. In this case, he
won't worry about taking a day off to go to a
doctor.

Alerts

or
A hygienist or a DIY kit is sent to
them by the clinic. This is a routine
check up and their health
information, in this scenario their
teeth pictures, is collected and
forwarded to the cloud.
Certifies people ( dentists,
specialists, medical students, etc )
check this pictures and rank them
base on the severity of the
situation.

Data of the
patient

Patient from close counties assign to one clinic
to optimized the time and reduce costs
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Now, patients are made appointments in clinics
close to their county. The system optimized the
hour and the location to reduce the cost.
Patients can use their balance to pay for a taxi if
the clinic is far from their house.

